Friday Night [under the] Lights…

2017

Happy Friday...
And Happy Cinco de Mayo (although I have no idea how someone could tackle an entire Fifth of
Mayonnaise – might be a little crampy)…
And yes. I know. It’s long past time to turn the Lights back on… Thanks to all of you for the “nudges’
and especially Don Hales [AMR Las Vegas] for the very effective email photo:
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Let’s do this…

There are so many things about the EMS Profession that make such a powerful difference in the lives of
our communities. We’re fortunate to have chosen a career that counts on us to guard what is most dear
to us – Life.
A happy and productive one at that…
From an EMS standpoint, one of the most important responsibilities we have is the development of
strong systems of care to rapidly and effectively manage patients who suffer Sudden Cardiac Death
outside the hospital. It literally is a matter of life and death (or good life and not-so-good life for those
who survive).
We’ve learned so much about the art & science of managing patients in cardiac arrest and building
strong communities – “Systems of Care” – “Chains of Survival”.
I remember early in my career (yes, when Fred Flintstone & Barney Rubble were teenagers) when you
heard someone survived an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest neurologically intact. Our first thought was
“sounds like someone did compressions on a seizure patient”. Patients simply didn’t survive very often
back then.
Today, not only is neurologically intact survival so much more attainable, but the willingness of the
public to get involved and ACT continually improves. Managing those early minutes (actually seconds)
immediately after arrest is so CRITICALLY necessary to maximize the potential for a good outcome.
Study after study demonstrates the importance of rapid provision of compressions. It obviously takes
us (Fire & EMS) a finite amount of time to get notified, dispatched, travel to the patient’s side and
implement professional care. Our lay public “immediate responder partners” can buy us critical time by
providing badly needed perfusion as we rapidly get to our patients.
That’s why our efforts to educate the public on the importance of recognizing arrest, calling 911 (or
texting 911 as is becoming more & more common in many communities) and providing immediate
compressions is so vitally important.
I mean REALLY important.
To that end, it’s that time of year again. It’s time for the World CPR Challenge.
And while most of you probably know the story, I want to take a minute to tell it again in 2017. It’s one
of the best examples I know of how a single person with a great idea can change the lives of
thousands…
About 5 years ago, Doug Petrick [AMR Regional Director – California] was enjoying a beer with
colleagues and asked a simple question – “What would happen if every AMR Practice did whatever they
could to train everyone they could in Compression Only CPR in one day?”
Well – That’s where the story began. In the ensuing 4 years, AMR has collectively trained 234,405
people (that’s almost a quarter of a million people) in Compression Only CPR. Doug’s idea was brilliant
and the impact it’s had on communities is phenomenal.
We can’t wait to see what he comes up with next now that he has beer for breakfast…
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But there’s more to this cool story…
Since the First AMR World CPR Challenge in 2012, the Bystander CPR rate in AMR communities has
increased by 47.2%.
THAT is impressive.
Take a look at how AMR Communities compare with the National Average (according to CARES) over
those years…

It works.
It makes a difference. And it’s important because the general public is often reluctant to step up in
cases of cardiac arrest.
In a 2016 online survey of nearly 1200 adults commissioned by the American Heart Association, only
half of Americans can be counted on to perform CPR in an emergency.
Even more – 61 percent – worry they could unintentionally injure the victim. It’s a concern highest
among minorities: 70 percent of African-Americans, 67 percent of Asians and 64 percent of Hispanics
think they could injure the person, compared with 59 percent of Caucasians. Hispanics are also more
likely than Caucasians to believe special training and certification are required to perform Hands-Only
CPR.
Another reason why reaching out to our communities is so important… We can help change those
perceptions! Take a look at the reasons identified by the AHA Survey…
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So this year, the AMR World CPR Challenge becomes the World CPR Challenge as we are joined by our
colleagues in the International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) and the American College of
Emergency Physicians. Thanks to the passionate leadership of those two organizations [Chief John
Sinclair and Dr. Rebecca Parker and their colleagues] our collective impact should be phenomenal.
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This year, the World CPR Challenge will take place during EMS Week – May 21-27.
Our goals for the week??


The primary goal of the World CPR Challenge is to save lives by encouraging bystanders to
assist in the chain of survival; recognizing Sudden Cardiac Arrest and providing CPR until first
responders arrive.



Businesses and schools can enhance safety at their offices/buildings by seizing this opportunity
to participate in the coaching, while being part of a national event!



The CPR Challenge is an opportunity for community organizations to provide CPR training to as
many people as possible.



Compression-only CPR significantly improves survival from sudden
cardiac arrest.



Research has shown that rescue breathing is not necessary in the first
minutes after sudden cardiac arrest, but that continuous compressions
can be lifesaving.
o In the case of a drowning, which is much less frequent, or if it is
a young child- rescue breaths are needed and
recommendations suggest 30 compressions followed by 2
breaths.



Don’t be afraid to act if a person is unconscious and not breathing normally. If a person wakes
up during compressions, that is a good thing (a little disquieting, but good). The 911 dispatcher
will help walk callers through the process. All US states and the District of Columbia have a
Good Samaritan Law to protect and encourage bystanders to provide aid when indicated.
Administering CPR is not considered an assault (you’d be surprised how many people worry
about that – Thanks TV…).



Have Fun!

So – Here’s my ask. I really hope everyone reading this will do whatever they can to help. Our collective
efforts will pay off in real live Walkie-Talkies.
And, as a total aside, in the category of Big Data – Did you ever wonder what we could do with the data
we collect from MEDS on CPR? How about where cardiac arrests occur where an AED is applied and
whether there was ROSC (this is 2015 data)? One more reason our documentation is so important..
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To the Nurses in our World…

Tomorrow begins National Nurses Week. This week is set
aside every year to recognize and celebrate nurses
nationwide as they devote their professional lives to the
health of others. It also reminds all of us who’s really in
charge (face it – we’re scared of them…).
What you might not know (I didn’t)
is that Nurses Week is every year
from May 6-12. It always ends on
Florence Nightingale’s birthday.
Nurses Day is the Wednesday
within that week. This year’s theme is “Nursing: The Balance of Mind, Body, and
Spirit.”
So take the time this week to say thanks to all the nurses you know. It truly is an
honor to work alongside the nursing profession…
And never, ever forget who’s driving all those tubes when you get into the ED after a crash. Jus’ Sayin’.



A Slice of AMR Life…

Thanks to Jeff Boyd [AMR Regional Clinical Director – East] – Opening day in the Hartford Dunkin
Donuts Stadium…
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And – Did you see this?
(Get it?).



What the…?

Tonight’s What The comes to us from Rich Bartus [AMR Executive VP]. He says he snapped the picture
during his international travels last week but… I think that looks like Philly in the background, no?
Either way, we’re just happy you read it before you got caught, buddy…
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Epilogue…

According to a news report, a certain private charter school in San Antonio was recently faced with a
unique problem. A number of twelve-year-old girls who were beginning to use lipstick would put it on in
the bathroom.
That was fine, but after they put on their lipstick, they would press their lips to the mirror, leaving
dozens of little lip prints.
Every night the maintenance man, an old retired army master sergeant, would remove them, and the
next day the girls would put them back.
Finally the principal, who also was a former army chief warrant officer, decided that something had to
be done. He called all the girls to the bathroom and met them there with the maintenance man. He
explained that all these lip prints were causing a major problem for the old sergeant who had to clean
the mirrors every night. To demonstrate how difficult it had been to clean the mirrors, he asked the
maintenance man to show the girls how much effort was required.
He took out a long-handled squeegee, dipped it in the toilet, and cleaned the mirror with it. Since then,
there have been no lip prints on the mirror.
There are teachers ...
…and then there are educators.

So, that’s it from my world. Happy Friday. Sorry the Lights have been off for a while….
I know you know this - I’ll never get tired of telling you how proud I am to share this Journey with all of
you…
Thanks…

Ed
______
Ed Racht, MD
Chief Medical Officer
American Medical Response

ed.racht@evhc.net
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